ABSTRACT A new variance reduction techmque called internal control variables ~s introduced. This technique ts to be used m regenerative simulations The idea is to identify a sequence of control random variables, each one defmed within a regeneraUve cycle, whose mean can be calculated analytically These controls should be highly 
Introduction and Summary
Simulators are frequently faced with the task of estimating a parameter associated with the limiting distribution of a stable stochastic process which is being simulated. A methodology based on regenerative processes for obtaining point estimates and confidence intervals for such parameters from a single realization of the process has recently been developed m [3] [4] [5] [6] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this paper we introduce a new technique, internal control variables, wMch can be used in conjunction with the regenerative method for obtaining addmonal variance reducUon for the estimates.
Suppose regenerative process {Xt:t -> 0}, which is stable in the sense that Xt ~ X as t ---~ ao (here ~ denotes weak convergence), is being simulated by generating a single realization of the process. For convenience, think of this process as being either a positive recurrent Markov chain or the waiting time process for a single server queue with traffic intensity less than one. Then simulators are frequently interested m estimating r = E{f(X)} = E { Y1}/E{~i}. This last fact suggests that a natural, strongly consistent point estimate for r is f(n) = Y(n)/~'(n), where Y(n) = n -1 ~-1 Yk and ~'(n) = n -1 ~-1 ~'k. To form a confidence interval for r we can use the central hmit theorem (c.l.t.)
x/n(f(n) --r)/(o/e(¢l}) ~ N(O, l), (l.l)
where N(0, l) denotes a mean zero, variance one, normal random variable and 0 2 = E([ Y~ -r¢~]2}. Of course, the constant o/E(¢1} will have to be estimated in most situations. The idea behind internal control variables is to introduce a third sequence of i.i.d. random variables {Ck: l _< k _< n} which has the property that Ck is defined in terms of the kth cycle and E{Ck} is known (or can be calculated analytically). Then another strongly consistent estimate for r is 
~-(n)
The subscript CT is meant to denote "controlling the top" in the ratio estimator; similar estimates will be defined for "bottom control." A c.l.t, analogous to eq. (1.1) also holds for ?cr with a replaced by a', say. Since we are still free to select/L we choose to do so in such a way as to minimize o'. Having done that we fred (0') 2 ----O2[1 --p2(Cl, Y1 --r'rl)].
To obtain significant variance reduction a control, C1, must be found which is highly correlated with Y1 -rrl, a task that is not always easy. Section 2 of the paper develops the method of internal control variables m detail and contains specific examples associated with the single server queue and Markov chain models. These ideas are then illustrated with simulation results and numerical calculations in Section 3. Concluding remarks are made in Section 4. In particular we discuss the possibility of combining internal controls with external controls to obtain further variance reduction.
Internal Controls

2.1
GENERAL IDEAS. Let X = (Xt:t _> O) be the regenerative process being simulated. Recall that a process is regenerative if a renewal process T = { Tn:n _> 0) is defined on the same probability space as X and ff the portions of the X process between consecutive regeneration points, the Tn values, are i.i.d. Typically the Tn values denote the times the X process enters a fixed state and at these times the process starts over independent of its past history. For a formal definition of regenerative process and general background or~ the regenerative method of simulation analysis consult [5] . Let To = 0 for simplicity and define yk ffi Tk --Tk-l, k >_ I. The portion of X in the interval Tk) is referred to as the kth cycle and is of length ~'k. Suppose how that E(¢l} < oo and that the distribution function of Tx is aperiodic (e.g. its support is not contained in a set of the form (0, h, 2h .... }, where h > 0). Then subject to mild regularity conditions Xt ~ X as t ~ o0, where ~ means P{Xt <-x) --, P(X _< x} for all continuity points (x) of the hmit distribution. A similar result holds when ~-~ is periodic; see [5] . The random variable X is frequently thought of as the steady-state configuration of the system being simulated. Suppose f is a measurable function from the state space of X to the real line and that we are interested in estimating r = E(f(X)}. Define the sequence of random variables (r.v.'s) (Yk:k _< 1} by
(Tk f(
If the time parameter of X is discrete (as in a discrete time Markov chain) the integral in eq. (2.1) should be replaced by a sum. The regenerative structure of X, the process being simulated, gives us the two mtportant properties stated in 
where za-v/2 = ~-~(1 -y/2), the inverse of the standard normal distribution function, and is the classical point estimate of o which is constructed as follows. Let ~n (resp. ~22) be the sample variance of the Yk's (resp. ,k's) and ~2 the sample covariance of the Yk'S and zk's. Then ~ is defined by Introduction of the internal control variables mentioned in Section 1 is done with the hope of reducing the variance of the point estimator of r. This in turn will either reduce the number of cycles that need to be simulated for fixed precision or reduce the length of the confidence interval, eq. (2.3), for r. The sequence of internal control variables (Ck:k >--1} is defined on the same probability space supporting the process X in such a way that Ck only depends on X (or underlying r.v.'s defining X) in the kth cycle. This construction of the Ck'S will insure that they are i.i.d, because of the basle i.i.d, structure of the cycles of a regenerative process. The control variables Ck allowed, however, are further restricted to those for which the mean, E(Ca}, is either known or can be calculated analytically. Thus one of the prices we must be prepared to pay to obtain variance reducuon for our simulation is the analytical work of computing E{C~). Having defined the Ck's we proceed to form new ratio estimators for r. Starting with the ratio estimator f(n) = ~'(n)/÷(n) we can either control the Yk's, the Tk'S, or both if we introduce a second sequence of control variables. The estimator/eT(n) proposed in eq. 
(o(Z~)/E{T1)) ~ N(O, 1).
The variance of Z~, which obviously depends on fl, is easily seen to be o2{Zi} = o2{Z1} + 2fl cov(Z1, C1} + ffo2{C1}. Now select fl so as to minimize o2{Zi}. This yields fl* = -(cov{Z1, Cl}/o~{C1)) (2.4) and
where p{Zi, C1} is the correlation coefficient between Z1 and C1. If we use the c.l.t, for the estimator leT(n) as a basis for constructing confidence intervals for r, then we want a control variable C1 which will minimize o2{Z~}. From eq. (2.5) we see that we need a large value of pz(Z1, Cx}. Since the length of such a confidence interval is proportional to o{Z~}/n 1/2, to reduce the number of cycles required by a factor of four we need [p {Z~, C~} I > (0.75) 1/2 ffi 0.866. To obtain a control, C1, which is highly correlated with either Y1 or ¢1 is relatively easy to do. However, because Y1 and ¢1 are themselves highly correlated, it is much more difficult to find a control C1 which is highly correlated with Z1. In general, we shall try to fred a control C~ which mimics Zi but for which we can still calculate its mean, E{Ci}. As usual we try to do as much analytically as possible, before having to resort to simulation. We illustrate some possible candidates for controls in the context of GI/G/1 queues and discrete time Markov chains.
INTERNAL CONTROLS FOR GI/GI/I QUEUES.
In the GI/G/I queue we assume the zeroth customer arrives at time to = O, finds a free server, and experiences a service time Vo. The nth customer arrives at time tn and experiences a service time vn. Let the interarrival times tn -tn-~ = un, n _> 1. Assume the two sequences (v,,:n _> 0} and {un:n _> 1} each consist of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.'s) and are themselves independent. Let E{vn} = #-~, E{un) = ~-1, and p = X/#, where 0 < ~, # < oo. Thus # has the interpretation of the mean service rate and ~ has the interpretation of the mean interarrival rate. The parameter p is called the traffic intensity and is the natural measure of congestion for this system. We shall assume that p < 1, a necessary and sufficient condition for the system to be stable.
While many characteristics of interest can be estimated using the regenerative method, we shall restrict our attention to the waiting time of the nth customer, W~ (time from arrival to commencement of service). For further discussion of the simulation of the GI/G/I queue see [4] . To obtain a representation for the process { Wn:n _> 0} let X~ = v~-i -u~ and set So = 0, S~ = X1 + ... + X~, n _> 1. The following well-known recursive relationship exists for the Wn's:
By induction, we also have
Using the strong Markov property of the process {Sn:n -> 0} it can be shown that there exists a sequence of integer-valued r.v.'s {Tk:k _> 0} such that To = O, Tk < Tk+l, and WT~ ffi 0 with probability one. In other words, the customers numbered Tk are those lucky fellows who arrive to find a free server and experience no waiting in the queue. The fact that there exists an infinite number of such customers in the GI/G/1 queue is a direct consequence of the assumption that p < 1 and the strong law of large numbers. Thus { Wn: n _> 0} is a regenerative process. If we let *k --Tk --Tk-1, k _> 1, then ~'k represents the number of customers served in the kth busy period (b.p.) and they are numbered {Tk-1, Tk-i + 1 ..... Tk --1 }. Next define the sequence { Yk:k --> 1 } by
the sum of the waiting times in the kth b.p. Since the queue is stable for p < 1, we know that Wn ~ Was n --, oo and wish to estimate E{W}.
We are interested in constructing controls, G, which are highly correlated with Z1 = Y1 -r~-~, but which are not so complex that we cannot calculate their means. The controls we consider are of the form C~ = Di -zJ#, where the r.v. D1 is an attempt to mimic Y1. To compute the mean of C~ we need, of course, to be able to compute E{~1}. 
where ro is a guess oft, no a fixed integer, and no A (~1 -1) denotes the minimum of no and (~'1 -1). Again our motwaUon for C1 is to mimw
Of course, we still must be able to compute E(C,} in order to implement the method of internal control variables. Let ~ be the state space of X, which we assume ,s finite, and P the transition probability matrix. Furthermore, let g be the column vector w,th components f(i) -ro and jP be the matrix with elements l#j, JPm = {P0~" l=j.
Then if we let X0 = j and form regenerative cycles based on the times of return to state j, it can easily be shown, using the method developed in [8] , that
where j is the regenerative state and the subscript j means the jth component of the indicated vector. For two simple Markov chains the theoretwal amount of variance reduction obtained using the control C~ has been calculated for different regenerative statesj and values no and is contained in the next section. From eq. (2.6) it is clear that the larger the integer no selected the closer C1 comes to duphcatlng Z1. However, the larger no, the more difficult is the computation of E{C~} contained in eq. (2.7).
Numerwal Results
THE M/M/I QUEUE. Even for the simple M/M/1 queue it is generally impossible to verify
analytically what variance reduction will be obtained via the several internal controls listed in the previous section, or to get an idea of the magmtude of the effect. For something as simple as C~ 1) it is difficult to compute analyucally the correlation between C~ 1) and Z1 for the M/M/I queue, and this is what is reqmred m eq. (2.5) to find the variance reduction.
Thus, we resorted to simulations to verify the amount of varmnce reduction obtained and the relative effectiveness of the various controls. In the final simulations all runs were performed on an IBM System 360/67 computer using the LLRANDOM package [13] which generates random numbers according to the scheme gwen by [ 15] and exponentially distributed random numbers using the Marsagha "rectangle-wedge-tad" method. Tests of the random number generator are given in [14] .
Of the extensive simulation runs performed, we give here only a summary of the ( 22 323) reduction, from which we deduce that estimating fiT and fib affects the variance reduction only slightly. Overall there is negligible effect of different values of # on the variance reduction obtained for the cases p = 0.5 and p = 0.99. For the results p = 0.99 given in Table I , the variance reduction is 75 percent, which is about the same as for p = 0.5. For the case where the control is on the bottom, i.e. for ÷, the variance reduction is not quite as good for control of Y. Note too that the estimated values of E { W} appear in some cases to be at least three or four standard deviations from the true mean. This is because the estimates ?, ~CT, and ?c8 can be seen from the 100 replications to be nonnormal. In other words, for high p (0.99), the simulation needs to be taken out further than 2000 cycles. In summary, the variance reduction obtained with the internal control is practically independent of the scale factor/.t and the traffic intensity p. Suppose we are simulating to estimate r = E{X}, which can be computed to have the value 2. (Table II) . The same general observations about E{¢1} and no made for Table II seem to hold here as well. Note however that the results are sensitive to the choice of ro. Again a 50 percent reduction m variance can be attained.
Conclusions and Extensions
We have been able to obtain a 50-percent variance reduction using internal control variables, for the regenerative estimate of the limiting value of the mean waiting time in an M/M/1 queue. This reduction is obtained uniformly over all parameter values. It is fairly certain that the technique will work well with any GI/G/1 queue.
Internal control variables can be easily used with discrete time Markov chains. The examples used in this paper showed that a variance reduction of 50 percent is attainable. This figure is likely to vary widely with the particular Markov chain. Continuous time Markov chains and semi-Markov processes can be handled in the same way using the discrete time method of [8] .
Another method of internal stratified sampling was also investigated. This method produced little overall variance reduction despite considerable effort. Finally we note that it is possible to apply the idea of internal controls to the classical sample average estimate over a realization of fixed length m. Thus in estimating E( W} m the GI/G/1 queue we have 
Appendix
To implement the internal control techniques for a GI/G/I queue, certain theoretical parameters are required. In this Appen&x we shall indicate the values of these parameters insofar as they can be calculated. These values are either well known or easily calculated. For a reference to the known formulas see [1] . We begin with E(¢i}, the expected number of customers served in a busy period. For the general GI/G/I queue recall that we let Xn = vn_, -un and Sn = X, + . can be calculated with some effort. As these expressions are cumbersome, they will be omitted.
Finally we give various partial expectations which are needed for computing the means of internal control Ci 4), namely, 
E{S~ + S~-, ~ >_
